
The Table 2 illustrates quantitative results. Distillation helps the

student to approximately match the teacher’s performance and also

helps faster convergence and require minimal computing resource.

In Figure 4, EfficientNetB1 exhibits good Grad-CAM results by

focusing heavily on important anatomical landmarks for vocal fold

exploration. Furthermore, our distilled model also performs well in

feature extraction in both visible and invisible vocal fold images

compared to scratch model.
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The increased need for more laryngoscopy datasets aims to

bridge the gap between computer vision and laryngology research

as well as support clinical practice. In this research, We present a

novel vocal fold image dataset for image classification task and a

lightweight deep learning network with reduced model weights but

still high accuracy for mobile devices. The proposal involves AI

assistance on smartphones for a portable laryngoscopy system

aiding laryngoscopists in focusing on vocal fold areas.

Abstract

As illustrated in Table 1, EfficientNetB1 shows extremely high

accuracy, recall, and precision in assessing images of vocal fold

appearance.

Introduction

We plan on performing several steps: collect samples, filter

samples, establish the ground truth data, train and evaluate the

different deep learning models, and finally compress the best model

by knowledge distillation to apply on edge devices.

The Figure 2 show overview of our process to develop a smart

vision-based assistance for vocal fold detection and localization.

This below figure illustrates our developed KD architecture, which

consists of a teacher network and a student network, to learn

laryngoscopy images.

Methods and Materials

We introduce a new dataset about the laryngeal endoscopic

images for detecting vocal folds.

We evaluate some backbones to choose a suitable model for

applying knowledge distillation.

We propose a solution of AI assistance on smartphones to create a

portable and smart laryngoscope system.

Conclusions

In the field of laryngoscopy, connecting scopes to smartphones

offers a convenient and portable way for otolaryngologists to

diagnose and plan treatments based on larynx images [1-2].

However, there haven't been many studies exploring the use of deep

learning models for these smartphone-connected laryngoscopy

devices to analyze vocal fold images. Therefore, it's essential to

develop a lightweight deep learning network specifically designed for

these handheld laryngoscopy systems.

Deep learning employs a technique called Knowledge Distillation

(KD), which involves transferring expertise from a powerful but

complex network (as a teacher model) to a simpler model (the

student model) [3]. This process enhances the performance of the

student model without affecting its efficiency. By passing on

knowledge from teacher model, student model can achieve superior

results compared to another student model that hasn't undergone

this knowledge transfer process.

Consequently, we create a significantly smaller and more

specialized model using KD for use in portable laryngoscopy

devices.

Results and Discussion

Table 1. Results of state-of-the-art backbones.

Table 2. Comparison between student and teacher performance on our validation set

Figure 4. Grad-CAM visualization on our laryngoscopy image dataset

Figure 2. Overview of our process to develop a smart vision-based assistance

Figure 3. Overview of our KD architecture

Figure 1. AI smart assistance on smartphone for vocal fold detection


